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During the Year 2001, P. P. Tai travelled all over India including many l bordering areas, naval & military 
bases to pray for the safety, well being & peace of mankind. 

We and approximately 33 other devotees from Pune got an opportunity to accompany P.P. Tai for 
visiting Dwarka (Once upon a time the ancient capital of Lord Krishna himself, in the western state of 
Gujarat, now the site of the famous Dwarkadhish temple) from Pune via Baroda. P. P. Tai had installed 
Lord Krishna’s Idol at the house of one of the devotees in Baroda & opened a new Shree Krishna Leela 
Centre at another place. Next day we began our bus journey from Baroda towards Dwarka. To bide 
time while travelling, we were playing “Antakshari” (a popular group singing game in india based on last 
letter uttered at the end of a song) in 2 groups while Tai was deeply engrossed in meditation. However 
at around 11.30 a.m., our bus suddenly came to a halt because its pata (vehicle shock absorber) had 
broken. Unfortunately, the location where this happened was a remote & sandy place in Saurashtra. Our 
bus driver somehow managed to hitch on a ride with a passing by motor cyclist to get the replacement 
pata. 

It was so sunny & we desperately needed shelter from the sweltering sun since the repair work would 
take around at least 2-3 hours. However just 150 feet away, fortunately for us, a local lady took us to 
a house nearby, and to our absolute surprise it was filled with greenery!! Surrounded by big trees, a 
coconut plantation, cows and a big well, we felt as if we were in a pleasant location like Konkan or Goa. 
The place was belong to the family named Yadav. Their small daughter served us a coconut & harvested 
fresh ground nuts to start with DE. We had what I would say a “Vanbhojan” (traditional forest lunch) 
at this place which was arranged by our tour guide along with Yadav family. In the meantime we were 
engrossed in listening to P. P. Tai’s talk about the divine experiences with Lord Krishna. The little girl 
from Yadav family was so cute, she reminded us of a “gopi” of Lord Krishna’s time, she showed us old 
photographs of Lord Krishna & Radha Krishna from her house which were quite amazing. All of us got 
the feeling that Lord Krishna himself had created the site like Vrindavana / Konkan to give us shelter to 
all of us from scorching afternoon heat of Saurashtra, otherwise what was the likelihood of finding such 
an oasis in the middle of nowhere? By the time we finished our lunch & had a stroll in the garden, the 
bus was repaired & we continued our journey to Dwarka. 

We joined P. P. Tai during her visit to the USA in September 2002 to attend the installation ceremony of 
1st Vishwajanani Navdurga Idol at Los Angeles. Before that we air freighted the black stone Navdurga 
idol. The devotees at L.A. wanted to take delivery and transport the idol directly to the temple as 
decided. However they could not get the consent of the temple authorities in time and had to wait. The 
idol thus remained in the cargo section of the Airlines at the airport for about 15 days. 

There was further delay as discussions went on between P. P. Tai and L.A. devotees on how to proceed.  
Due to this I was very stressed out. P. P Tai advised me many times not to take tension which may invite 
heart problem. 

However she was very confident that the installation of the Goddess will take place as scheduled on 
7th October 2002. She told one of the devotees to take the delivery of the idol and keep it in his house 
confidently. With the grace of Lord Krishna the installation ceremony took place in other Temple “Ma 
Durga Temple” at Monrivia in L.A. on same date as scheduled. Being Navratri days we visited the temple 
all nine days along with Tai to seek the blessings of Vishwajanani before leaving L.A. to New York. After 
reaching Mumbai P. P. Tai organized celebration in view of installation for almost 7 days at Krishna Kutir, 
Badlapur during which thousands of devotees took blessings. Our next immediate visits after USA with 
Tai were Australia-New Zealand & Andaman-Madras during the year for which we had already been 
booked. On the 1st day of celebration, Tai was in meditation & called both of us telling Lord Krishna had 



advised both of us not to join the tour to Australia-New Zealand. 

We always follow Krishna & cancelled our bookings without asking for reasons. However we travelled 
with Tai on her next visit to Andaman-Madras. After traveling for over 2 months at different places in 
USA & 8 days in Andaman I was getting cold & cough occasionally. In January 2003 I took the treatment 
for the same as advised by the doctor. However I felt like doing E.C.G checkup which was not normal & 
doctor advised hospitalization. On advice of P. P. Tai, I got admitted in the Hospital for thorough check 
up. After 5 days I underwent echo cardiogram which was abnormal & doctor advised for angiography. 
The same day night Vishwajanani spoke through Tai to my wife Rashmi and asked her not to worry & 
she will do anything for me. Doctor recommended for bypass surgery instead of angioplasty to fix the 
blockages. It was decided to operate at 2 p.m. on 18th January 2003 but I was taken at 1 p.m. & my 
close relatives including my mother & devotee friends could not reach the hospital before that. Lord 
Krishna helped to avoid me getting emotional before surgery. At the entrance of the operation theatre 
Tai gave me one white flower & told not to worry as Lord Krishna is with me & advised to observe & 
experience. On the next day when I regained consciousness, I opened my eyes & could see a lion which 
was getting bigger & bigger & covered my entire vision. I became afraid & started looking on other 
side & I could see a cow which was also getting bigger & bigger & to the entire vision. This sequence 
repeated for 4-5 times and I got scared. Then I did not open my eyes. When Tai visited me, I explained 
about this incident. She told me not to worry, as Vishwajanani has kept her lion & Lord Krishna kept his 
favorite cow to protect me from evil/negative energies during the surgery, as she said before entering 
the operation theatre. According to her I got blessings & darshan. 

It is very kind and humbling that P. P. Tai herself stayed with me in the hospital for 23 days and then left 
for Badlapur after dropping me home on 3rd February 2003. She left Mumbai to reach New Delhi on 
6th February to install 2nd Vishwajanani Idol in Radha Krishna Temple at Military Camp on 8th February 
and then all of a sudden, to our shock she left us for her heavenly journey on 10th February 2003 in 
New Delhi. All devotees all over the world were shattered and saddened. Even after her Maha Nirwan, 
devotees attending the Shree Krishna Leela Centres are getting favorable experiences & getting their 
problems sorted out, as if her presence is everywhere. She had shown her existence among us by 
traveling from Delhi to Bangalore on 4th June 2003 & left Bangalore on 31st May 2005 after her Maha 
Nirwan. Recently she appeared at Taponagara twice by Astral Travel on 20th June 2009 & blessed us 
and gave us a message through a Maharshi as “Meditate & Change” for today to seek protection from 
pralaya. This is how P. P. Tai is taking care of Devotees & saved me from a heart attack. 

My mother is 85 years old and is in sound health except she had a fracture in her left leg 4 years back & 
got operated twice. Since then she would complain of leg pain inspite of her medicines. It is because of 
swelling of the foot where circulation of blood is restricted. In May 2010 she had a dream that P.P. Tai 
appeared & was asking her that she had not visited Krishna Kutir, Badlapur for last 2 years. She replied 
it is because of her problem of pain in that leg & had no confidence to travel for 2 hours & back. I then 
promised her to take to Badlapur on Janmashtami day. However in the month of June she had very 
severe urine infection problem and that night had very high fever & she lost control over urination. 
Next day she was admitted to hospital & given 20 antibiotic injections by drip, 2 per day for 10 days. Her 
infection was nil then but after another 2 days it started shooting up again. She was then given another 
set of 20 different injections for 10 days & given discharge from the hospital. After about after a week 
same problem started & again admitted for 2 weeks & given 20 antibiotic injections. Subsequently she 
was admitted for the 3rd time for the same problem but this time she had breathing problem with 
high fever & could not recognize us for some time. Next day she was transferred to ICU section for 
monitoring. We then left all our hopes and everything to Lord Krishna. She also expressed that she will 
not reach home this time. 

Whenever she was admitted in the hospital she would always keep a copy of Gita and a picture of Lord 



Krishna for protection. P. P. Tai had advised to one of the devotees long back to chant 4 lines of 36th 
adhyaya of 11th chapter of Gita as “Sthane Rishikesh ……. Siddha Sangha” 108 times & after doing 
so, his brain haemorrhage got cured without surgery. I advised her to read those 4 lines as much as 
possible which she started reading. Secondly during Light Channeling by me & my wife Rashmi, we sent 
healing light to my mother for healing. The Light Channels world movement was started by Maharshi 
Krishnananda of Taponagara, Bangalore on 18th May 2008. According to him this light (not light from 
the Sun) has tremendous spiritual power / energy for Peace, Oneness & Healing. After about 10 days 
she was given a discharge from hospital & reached home on 14th September 2010. As promised by her 
to Tai in her dream, I took her to Krishna Kutir, Badlapur, to attend 7th Vardhapan day of Vishwajanani 
on 7th November 2010 comfortably. Now she is moving in the house with confidence without any 
support. 

I had another experience on the same lines after six months when my brother-in-law suddenly lost his 
balance & could not stand or sit without support. We called the doctor who checked his BP & blood 
sugar & advised him to be hospitalized. After speaking to a specialist doctor we got him admitted in 
Shushrusha Hospital at Dadar. To start with, all blood tests were carried out along with E.C.G. & M.R.I. 
& doctor came to the conclusion that he has a big brain tumor due to which he had started loosing 
the balance. She advised emergency operation. Luckily a surgeon was available for operation at 6 p.m. 
on the same day & said the operation would take about 2 hours. When we heard about operation my 
wife had a mild vertigo attack. I went to the hospital alone in time & relieved my sister-in-law & her 
husband who were attending the doctor and could not take lunch, to have some snacks & coffee. When 
operation started, I started doing meditation & sent healing energy by channelling Light as learnt in 
Manasa Foundation at Taponagar & also chanted 36th shloka in chapter 11 of Gita continuously as 
suggested by P. P. Tai. After one & half hours doctor came out saying operation was successful. The 
patient was kept in I.C.U. & next day shifted to the normal room. Subsequently he was given some 
exercises and after 4 days given discharge as he could then walk comfortably in the hospital without 
any support. Now his all parameters like B.P. , blood sugar, cholesterol & heart functioning are quite 
normal. 

I purchased my first Fiat car from my office at the written down value in the year 1977. After 5 years 
my office gave me new Fiat car provided with the driver as package. Since then I have had 2 cars after 
buying new one by replacing old one. During the year 2002 I thought of gifting my Maruti 1000 car 
in the family to buy a new car. As always I sought permission of Lord Krishna through Leela Tai for 
purchasing anything or to visit on tours or holidays or to do rather anything important. I had in mind 
to go in for either Honda City or Accent of Hyundai or Ikon of Ford and asked Lord Krishna to decide 
about it through Tai. Whenever I asked Tai about the choice, some or other matter arised bypassing 
this topic and the decision regarding the car. It happened almost 5-6 times & then we visited USA for 
installation of Vishwajanani Idol at L.A. Before that I gifted Maruti 1000 car. During our visit of nearly 2 
months I tried to seek Lord Krishna’s approval on the matter but same thing repeated & we returned 
to Mumbai without any decision. It had never happened in the past before, if I wanted to purchase 
anything she would always have positive answer instantly. After returning from USA Tai visited Australia-
New Zealand, Andaman-Chennai, same time I underwent bypass surgery and on 10th February all of a 
sudden she left us for heavenly abode. We all devotees were in deep sorrow. There was no question of 
going in for new car at least for one year. 

In the month of January 2004, I discussed with my wife that if we have to go in for the new car after 
10th February & before 31st March, just to avail financial depreciation, we must book the car now. 
Rashmi firmly told me to ask Lord Krishna & decide about it. Next day morning during the Puja I prayed 
very sincerely & sought intuition from Lord Krishna and thereafter I went to pray near the Lord Krishna’s 
Centre Photo with message as “Mi kalapramane badalto……. . ”(I keep changing with time) Immediately 



I saw one Tulsi leaf on the right corner of the photo when I was reading the message. Instantly I saw 
other Tulsi leaf below earlier one. Like that I could clearly see seven Tulsi leaves, 4 on the right side & 3 
on the left side of Lord Krishna. I showed the photo frame to Rashmi & ask whether she has seen these 
leaves earlier. She was surprised and replied no & asked me what Lord Krishna said. I said we will go 
for Honda City car as per the intuition I got during Puja. Thus we got the blessings from Lord Krishna. 
I called the Honda city dealer who sent their representative to my house on the same day. I told him 
that I want to go in for Honda City car between 15th February & 31st March 2004. He agreed for the 
delivery in time as specified but demanded a deposit of Rs. 50,000/- otherwise he can not guarantee 
the delivery as per his office procedure. However he agreed for the third party cheque, as I explained 
my inability to give my cheque before 10th February 2004. I arranged for the cheque from my business 
friend & paid him off after 10th February 2004 & I got the delivery of the car before 31st March 2004. 

In the year 2005 I felt like replacing my old Maruti Zen car with newly introduced Getz car of Hyundai 
and started looking for selling the car. One of the Lord Krishna devotee wanted to purchase the car as 
P. P. Tai had traveled in it. He wanted to take the delivery on one of the Thursday. I got the car serviced 
& filled the tank with petrol on Tuesday. On wednesday morning Tai appeared in my dream & said the 
devotee was buying the car because I frequently traveled in it, but I have not traveled in your Honda 
city car. I spoke to Rashmi & cancelled the sale deed. On 26th July 2005 I went to Bhayander to meet 
my Chartered Accountant to finalize our companies & personal accounts as Income Tax returns were to 
be submitted before 31st July 2005. My wife was insisting me that I travel by train but instead, I decided 
to travel by Zen car since I had a driver. When we crossed Santacruz airport it started raining and as 
we were further proceeding towards Bhayander, it started pouring heavily. It took almost 2 hours to 
reach the office at Bhayandar. I finalized the account books with the C.A. and started taking some 
snacks. At 2.30 p.m. suddenly there was a power failure. We opened the windows & found the heavy 
rain was continuing, water had accumulated in the compound. I immediately left the office but due to 
the heavy rain & accumulated water on the roads there was enormous chaos & traffic jam and it took 
us almost 6.5 hours to reach Andheri where all vehicles stopped completely. My car stopped just 50 
meters away from the other end of the Andheri flyover. I was communicating with Rashmi but at 8.30 
p.m. all communications went off. I had just 4 biscuits, half bottle of water & we had to sit in the car 
overnight. Even though I am diabetic I did not feel hungry by the grace of God. At about 6.30 a.m. the 
water subsided and all the vehicles started moving. When we climbed down the bridge we saw all the 
cars on the road were placed in zigzag positions submerged due to accumulated water, almost 5 feet 
in the night. We were lucky that we had stopped on the bridge. As we noticed further near Santacruz 
domestic airport area, many cars could not move further because of heavy accumulated rain water. 
There was almost 1000 mm rain fall recorded on that day. I left the car with the driver & walked to my 
sister-in-law’s house at Vile Parle and then reached my house the next day. Thereby Lord Krishna & P. 
P. Tai protected me from disaster and I then realized why Tai appeared in my dream & stopped the sale 
deed of this Zen car when I reached safely without any water entering inside the car. Subsequently I 
learnt that Lord Krishna & Tai had protected many of our fellow devotees on that day. 

We reached Taponagar, Bangalore in February 2009 under the influence of spiritual power & confirmed 
that P. P. Tai is working for Lord Krishna along with Saptarishis & got her message for us to meditate 
through Maharshi Krishnananda. During our next visit to Taponagar in the June 2009, on request of our 
close devotees, we were lucky that P. P. Tai appeared in her subtle body & gave the message “Meditate 
& Change” & advised me to convey this message to all devotees through Maharshi Krishnananda. 
Since February, we, along with other devotees, are doing meditation very regularly including “Light 
Channeling” practically daily. With this, our life style have changed & got peace & bliss. Even one of our 
devotees working as branch manager in one of the banks opted for early retirement just to get sufficient 
time for her Sadhana. Some small but typical experiences I got after following P. P. Tai’s message, which 
are reproduced below:



During mid February I noticed that I could not stand for more than 10 minutes as I started getting 
pain in the back. After observing for about a week, I got an X-ray done and found that I had Lumber 
Spondylosis L5-S1 due to old age, as per my Doctor. Before taking X-ray, I applied for online renewal of 
my passport & I got an appointment on 2nd March 2012 at 12.45 p.m. My brother gave me reference 
of Mr. Tanavade working in the old Passport office, who was known to his father-in-law, for help, if any. 
In the morning on 2nd March I spoke to Mr. Tanavade but he said he was on outdoor duty on that day. 
I reached the Passport office at 12.30 p.m. & found that about 80-90 applicants were standing in queue 
in the building premises & learnt that 11.30 a.m. batch was taken inside the hall & ours being the last 
batch it may take 3-4 hours to complete the job. Due to my back pain, I requested the person ahead of 
me to hold my place in the queue & said I am sitting nearby & will join the queue subsequently before 
entering the hall. I was sitting nearby, along with other old person & waiting for the line to move. 
I called Mr. Tanavade & told him about long queue, who replied that he is on duty at the Airport. I 
remembered Lord Krishna, Saptarishis, P. P. Tai & prayed as usual & started meditating on Oneness. To 
my surprise after 7 minutes I received call from Mr. Tanavade who gave me the name of a lady in charge 
of Passport office and told me to refer his name to the gatekeeper & talk to him that I want to meet the 
lady in charge of the office. Gatekeeper allowed me to go to her cabin & meet her. When I entered the 
hall there was 6 counters & at least 20-25 applicants were standing in the queue against each counter. 
I went directly & met the lady in charge who called her assistant & told him to get my set of application 
along with old Passport, relevant documents & its copies & process. He allowed me to sit in the hall. 
After 10 minutes he came out & gave my papers along with documents duly endorsed & told me to pay 
the fees. I just came out of the Passport office at 1.10 p.m. I am sure that God is very kind & helped us. 
By the grace of God I can sit for about one hour for meditation & walk for 40-50 minutes now without 
any pain, except for when I have to stand for a longer time. 

Just one week before Ram Navami, Lord Krishna of Dwarkadish temple, Apta Phata, appeared in my 
dream for the first time with a very bright & beautiful face. I was just concentrating on his face & 
suddenly the face changed to goddess Vishwajanani. Just to reconfirm I took one round around the Idol 
from outside & again observed the face but it was of Devi. I then got up & found that it was 6.15 in the 
morning & I had a dream. I spoke to my wife subsequently & said we will visit the temple on Sunday, 
the Ram Navami day at Apta & attend the celebration. On Wednesday I booked a driver for Sunday to 
visit Apta Phata. On the same night Rashmi had severe arthritic problem & found it difficult to move 
easily, without pain. Next day morning during morning walk, my sciatic nerve got affected & could not 
walk properly. Rashmi told me to cancel the driver & drop the visit. I was very upset. I told her that it 
is not necessary to cancel driver now & can be done subsequently on Saturday. Meanwhile I prayed to 
Lord Krishna during my Puja & at the time of meditation for our speedy recovery so that we can visit 
the temple as decided. To our surprise we both recovered on Friday night & could visit the temple on 
Ram navami day as scheduled & participated in the celebration. 

I am doing Light Channeling in the morning & in the night practically daily. Last year, on one of the 
day I was doing Light Channeling at night before going to the bed & suddenly two of Krishna Devotees 
came in my vision. I channeled Light continuously to them that night. After 4-5 days I came to know 
that the Maruti car in which they traveling between Mumbai & Pune along with their families met with 
the accident & car was damaged so much that it was disposed off in scrap. However none of them got 
injured seriously except some mild injury by the grace of God. 

In the month of October 2011 on one of the day, I was doing stage meditation in the late evening & on 
the latter stage I saw lightening for a while followed by thundering with lightening. After some time 
it was raining heavily & again I went in meditation. When I got up there was no sign of rain. While 
having dinner I mentioned about this event to Rashmi & jokingly she said that I must have taken a nap 
& dreamt. But after another 15 minutes, lightning started, followed by thunder & subsequent raining 
for about 25-30 minutes at unusual time as I experienced during meditation. I do not know whether it 
is intuition. 


